In-phase and antiphase self-oscillations in a model of two electrically coupled pacemakers.
The dynamic behavior of a model of two electrically coupled oscillatory neurons was studied while the external polarizing current was varied. It was found that the system with weak coupling can demonstrate one of five stable oscillatory modes: (1) in-phase oscillations with zero phase shift; (2) antiphase oscillations with half-period phase shift; (3) oscillations with any fixed phase shift depending on the value of the external polarizing current; (4) both in-phase and antiphase oscillations for the same current value, where the oscillation type depends on the initial conditions; (5) both in-phase and quasiperiodic oscillations for the same current value. All of these modes were robust, and they persisted despite small variations of the oscillator parameters. We assume that similar regimes, for example antiphase oscillations, can be detected in neurophysiological experiments. Possible applications to central pattern generator models are discussed.